Take your Contact Center to the next level
Boost productivity and delight your customers

Think ‘out of the box’ for better results
You’ve invested in a Cisco contact center because you know
the value of efficient workflow. Both for you and your customers. But don’t stop optimizing your contact center now.
What will your business look like if you lower cost per call
and raise first call resolution at the same time? How would
it affect your bottom line to improve productivity while also
improving your service level?
The Farlon Agent Desktop can help. Think ‘out of the box’
and empower all of your contact center employees with both
attendant and agent functionality – in one very user-friendly
solution. You’ll save valuable time on each call and enable
first time resolution on the vast majority of phone traffic.
To illustrate, consider a traditional business where an attendant routes 80% of calls to the sales department and 20%
of calls to other areas. Imagine the efficiency of having the
sales department answer all calls. 80% of callers will come
to the right place in the first place. And the sales department
can easily reroute the other 20% – just as they reroute calls
today. No change in their workflow at all.

Get satisfied and efficient employees
Your improvements don’t stop there. While all contact center
employees have attendant functionality, they also have the
richest agent functionality of any product on the market –
helping them handle calls faster and better.
Farlon Agent Desktop is unique because it not only interfaces
with other relevant applications such as CRM and ERP systems;

it also intelligently manages your agent’s desktop. Your agents
don’t need to constantly switch between their application
screens and their agent screen. No more frustration (and errors)
from being in the wrong window at the wrong time. The right
application is always on top. Because it is so usable, it is easy
to get folks to come on board Farlon. You’ll get fantastic user
satisfaction ratings from both attendants and agents alike.

ROI on the fast track
It sounds almost too good to be true, but it is true. In addition to being the richest solution on the market functionally,
The Farlon Agent Desktop is also the most economical – in
terms of price, maintenance, hardware usage and more. Your
IT department will love how easy it is to integrate with other
applications. Not to mention the fact that it uses much less
server space than other solutions.
And getting your whole company up and running is a breeze.
A recent Farlon installation went live with 500+ users with
no special training at all. Attendants and agents were able to
go right to work with just user guides and customized templates. No need for costly and time consuming courses. It
can’t be any easier than that.
We’ve got deep roots in the contact center industry and we
enjoy sharing our experience. Contact us today – we’d like to
discuss your specific contact center challenges.
If you would like information about using Farlon Agent Desktop
as your switchboard solution please see our Attendant Product
Sheet.
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Farlon Agent Desktop: Functions and Benefits
Statistics: Easy access for the entire team
• The on-screen Wall Board (A) gives everyone a quick overview of the Contact Center’s queues.
• Color-coded alarms can be defined for queue length, waiting time, etc.
• The Statistics tab (B) gives both Agents and Supervisors in-depth statistics on queues and employees.
• No need to switch applications to get the information you need. It’s all easily available in Farlon Agent Desktop.
IT department: Fast installation and easy maintenance
• Farlon runs on top of a Cisco Unified Contact Center (UCCE / UCCX).
• It is developed using .NET and standard MS SQL Server technology.
• It supports Cisco and MS SQL Server standard redundancy.
• The technology requires no proprietary servers and creates no single point of failure.
Integrate applications: Connect right out of the box
• Web-enabled apps (CRM, accounting, service management, etc) integrate easily via a simple configuration.
• An open API is also available for more advanced customer specific integration.
• Attendant Board (C) – including presence information.
• Be in the right app all the time – no more flipping through your entire desktop to get the right information!
Customized desktop: Perfect for the way you work
• The user interface is based on Office 2013 look and feel.
• Using the simple Column Picker agents choose exactly which data is available and how it is displayed.
• Agents can add custom push buttons for their frequently used functions, programs, websites, etc.
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